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LANGOSTERIA CUCINA

NEW

The latest Langosteria restaurant, offering a unique gastronomic
journey in a design space signed by Dimorestudio.
Via Savona, 10

RESTAURANT

NAVIGLI - TORTONA

@langosteria

LA MADONNINA

La Madonnina is a restaurant that offers only the best of the typical
dishes of traditional Milanese cuisine in a warm and welcoming
atmosphere.

RESTAURANT

Via Gentilino, 6

NEBBIA

A modern restaurant born out of the idea of three friends, with a
sophisticated ambiance that offers traditional dishes with a creative
twist. Since its opening it has quickly become a Milan’s favourite.
Via Evangelista Torricelli, 15

@nebbiamilano

RESTAURANT

TRATTORIA AURORA

A historic Milanese address with a secret courtyard that has retained
its belle-époque charm. Once you step foot into Trattoria Aurora,
you’ll be transported in another period of time.

DRINK

Via Savona, 23

ENOTECA NATURALE

Overlooking the stunning garden of Casa Emergency, E/N Enoteca
Naturale offers natural wines only, in addition to a small choice of
innovative dishes.

BAKERY

Via Santa Croce, 19/a

CLIVATI

Perfect for breakfast on site or for delivery. They have a range of
boxes for brunch and breakfast with all the sweet and savoury treats
you can think of.

COWORKING

Viale Coni Zugna, 57

COWORKING

@clivati_1969

TENOHA

The first Japanese concept store in Europe, featuring a restaurant,
co-working space, a shop and a ramen bar.
Via Vigevano, 18

@tenoha_milano

COMBO

A cool design work place that also houses a hostel, restaurant and
bar. The courtyard is the perfect meeting spot.
Ripa di Porta Ticinese, 83

COWORKING

@enotecanaturale

@thisiscombo

BASE BURÒ

Following the model of project houses, Burò is designed to welcome
freelancers and new businesses favouring those active in cultural
and creative industries.
Via Bergognone, 34

@base_milano

BOOK SHOP

121+ LIBRERIA EXTEMPORANEA

An independent book shop with all Corraini books, and a constantly
updated and renewed selection of design books, architecture, art,
photography.

BOOK SHOP + COFFEE

Via Savona, 17/5

GOGOL & COMPANY

A place of independent culture: bookshop, café and exhibition
space in Milan.

BEAUTY

Via Savona, 101

LES GARÇONS DE LA RUE

One of the coolest hair salons in town, for bright colors and trendy
cuts in a New York environment, loved by (and by) Milanese locals.
Via Giuseppe Lagrange, 1

BEAUTY

@gogolandcompany

@lesgarconsdelarue

ROOTS

Inside a hidden courtyard there’s a special space that is both a hair
salon, tattoo and piercing studio and a beauty room.
Via Privata Gaspare Bugatti, 12

@roots.tattoostudio

SHOP

CLORI HOME AND FLOWERS

In a typical Milanese courtyard there is a laboratory of ideas where
flowers, plants and peculiar objects for the home give life to a
soothing world of good taste.

SHOP

Via Santa Croce, 21

@clorimilano

FRIDA’S

Multiple flower’s concept stores around the city, creating colourful
and unique arrangements. Frida’s also offers an online delivery
service within 24h.

SHOP

Corso Genova, 6

@fridasitalia

MERCATINO NAVIGLI

Every last sunday of the month an antiques and modern antiques
market.

SHOP

Naviglio Grande

MACELLERIA MASSERONI

A butcher’s shop where to find a prestigious mix of Spanish
specialties and traditional Italian products, from very high quality
meats to a broad array of cheese.

PHARMACY

Via Corsico, 2

FARMACIA NAZIONALE

@macelleriamasseroni

A pharmacy offering both rapid and pcr covid-19 tests.

Corso Cristoforo Colombo, 6
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GIACOMO

With a touch of unmistakable Milanese charm, Giacomo now boasts
several locations around Milan, including restaurants, a bistro, a deli
store and a bakery.

RESTAURANT

Via Pasquale Sottocorno, 6

@giacomo_milano

ISOLA DEI SAPORI

A fish restaurant inspired by the Sardinian traditional cuisine. High
quality ingredients and simple recipes make it a safe bet.
Via Augusto Anfossi, 10

RESTAURANT

RISORGIMENTO

@isoladeisaporimilano

MATER BISTROT

A bistrot with natural wines offering colourful dishes contrasting in
the ingredients but balanced in the taste.
Via Pasquale Sottocorno, 1

@mater_bistrot

RESTAURANT

CROCCA

For those who prefer a thin and crunchy pizza crust rather than the
thick Neapolitan one, Crocca is the place to go.

PASTRY SHOP

Via Galvano Fiamma, 4

LOSTE CAFÈ

A Scandi inspired bakery and coffee shop that doesn’t forget its
Italian roots and is also a wine bar with a wood-burning oven for
bread and focacce.

PASTRY SHOP

Via Francesco Guicciardini, 3

BEAUTY

@lostecafemilano

PASTICCERIA SISSI

A tiny, pink-walled bakery and cafe hung with vintage prints, where
you can try their legendary croissants filled with custard cream.
Piazza Risorgimento, 6

@pasticceriasissi

GO COPPOLA

The perfect place for a quick blow dry from the best hairstylists in
the city. No need to book an appointment.
Via Fratelli Bronzetti, 16

USEFUL ADDRESSES

@crocca__

@gocoppola

TERROIR

Terroir Milano is a retail store supporting small and artisanal
producers that are yet to be known to the mass market.
Via Macedonio Melloni, 33

@terroirmilano
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CENTRO CITTÀ

BIFFI

A classic. Since 1847 Biffi is located in the in the same historic
building pervaded by authentic Milanese style. Here, breakfast with
freshly baked brioche and coffee but also their sacred aperitif.

RESTAURANT

Galleria Vittorio Emanuele II

GASTRONOMIA YAMAMOTO

A relaxed restaurant serving homestyle Japanese cuisine alongside
several sake options in a welcoming atmosphere.

BAR

Via Amedei, 5

@gastronomiayamamoto

QUADRONNO

A historic place from 1964, famous for its delicious sandwich variety.
Perfect for a lunch on the go or for a very late snack. Open till 2am.

BOOK SHOP + COFFEE

Via Quadronno, 34

COLIBRÌ

The Colibrì is a real literary concept store: it's a bar but it is also
a book shop. It’s a gathering place for those who want to share a
breakfast, a drink, a meal or a nice evening.
Via Laghetto, 9/11

EXHIBITION

@barquadronno

@colibri_milano

CARDI GALLERY

Davide Balliano's work investigates existential themes such as the
identity of man in the age of technology and his relationship with the
sublime.
Corso di Porta Nuova, 38

@cardigallery

EXHIBITION

VILLA NECCHI CAMPIGLIO

A villa surrounded by a quiet garden in the center of Milan, guardian
of amazing masterpieces of art, where you can still breathe the
atmosphere of past times.

BEAUTY

Via Mozart, 14

BARBERINO’S

A classic though stylish Barber Shop in Milan with Italian soul,
designed to balance both the traditions and the needs of the
contemporary gentleman.

BEAUTY

Via Cerva, 11

@barberinosworld

MINISTRY OF NAILS

A beauty salon, perfect for a quick mani and pedi. They speak italian,
english and russian.
Largo Francesco Richini, 14

BEAUTY

@villanecchicampiglio

@ministryofnails.milano

THE BROW BAR MILANO

The brow bar is your hot spot for brow shaping and tinting or for an
express makeup service.
Via Bigli, 24

@thebrowbarmilano

WELLNESS

YOUOFF

A wellness space specialised in a unique protocol of massage, where
each maneuver is designed to produce real benefits on the body
and mind.

GYM

Via San Maurilio, 20

@youoff__

ELITE BOXING CLUB

A gym dedicated to combat disciplines such as boxing, kick boxing,
cross training, muay thai.

GYM

Corso Venezia, 2/A

@eliteboxingclub_milano

BARRY’S

The original high intensity interval workout. Barry's tones muscle and
maximizes fat loss with a combination of running and weights.

BEAUTY

Via Senato, 36

@barrys

FUEGUIA

Only a few steps from the Duomo, the perfumery boutique of
Argentine brand "Casa Fueguia 1833" displays refined fragrances,
vegan and natural, composed of only three elements.
Via Tommaso Grossi, 1

@fueguia1833

BEAUTY

HEYLASH

A beauty centre specialised in lashes and eyebrows treatments such
as microblading, henné, exstension, arabic thread.

SHOP

Via Gerolamo Morone, 4

L’ARABESQUE

A cult store, considered a hidden gem, that combines: culture,
fashion, cuisine,vintage and history.

SHOP

Via Francesco Sforza, 2

@ larabesquecultstore

RÊVE

Much more than just a flower shop. It also features a great selection
of plants, vintage bijoux, homeware and clothes.
Via Disciplini, 4

SHOP

@heylash_it

@revemilano

THE CLOISTER

An unexpected space in continuous transformation where the
leitmotif is the tireless research for the unique piece.
Via Valpetrosa, 5

@thecloister.milano

PHARMACY

FARMACIA SPADARI

A pharmacy offering both rapid and pcr covid-19 tests.

PHARMACY

Via Spadari, 13

LAFARMACIA.CENTRO

A pharmacy offering both rapid and pcr covid-19 tests.

Via San Prospero, Via Broletto, 1
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CARMINIO

An intimate and special little restaurant in the heart of Brera
neighbourhood, boasting a delicious Italian cuisine and slow food
ingredients.

RESTAURANT

Via del Carmine, 3

You’ll find pizza, pasta and any other Italian treat you might be in the
mood for, in a glamorous setting.

RESTAURANT

@lagioia_sanmarco

LA LIBERA

As Milanese as it gets. La Libera is a traditional restaurant where
you’ll find all the typical dishes from Lombardy, from risotto al salto
to cotoletta.
Via Palermo, 21

RESTAURANT

@ilcarminio

LA GIOIA

Via San Marco, 38

@ristorantelalibera

MORELLI MILANO

The new restaurant of renowned chef Giancarlo Morelli, housed
in the Hotel Viu. The creative gourmet dinner menu is served in a
stylish dining room.
Via Aristotele Fioravanti, 6

RESTAURANT

BRERA

@morellimilano

SANTA VIRGINIA

The restaurant’s menu plays on the the owner’s Milanese/Sicilian/
Puglian background, resulting in a delicious and innovative cuisine.
Try their famous spaghetti ai 3 pomodori.
Via San Marco, 5

@ristorantesantavirginia

RESTAURANT

RONIN

The place to be for an immersive experience into Japan's culinary
and entertainment world. Boasting three restaurants, a bar and a
members club, is a project like no other.

BAR CAFFÈ

Via Vittorio Alfieri, 17

BAR CAFFÈ

@house.of.ronin

CAFFÈ FERNANDA

Located in the Pinacoteca di Brera, the café welcomes the museum's
guests in a recently revamped space balancing the grandeur of the
neoclassical architecture with a contemporary approach.
Via Brera, 28

@caffefernanda

TAKE AWAY BISTROT

A simple restaurant serving tasty meat dishes for a quick lunch break.
The perfect spot for an aperitivo outside feeling a bit in Paris.
Via San Marco, 33

DRINK

NEW

@takeawaymilano

ASSOCIAZIONE VINI E SALUMI

Another place to be for natural wines addicted, where the shelves of
bottles and exposed brick walls go hand in hand with cured meats.
The best part is the hidden courtyard with old walls and lush plants.
Corso Garibaldi, 41

@a____svn

BAR

EUTOPIA

A pastry and kitchen laboratory that aims to follow the course of the
seasons. At Eutopia every dessert is delicious and sugar free, as they
use natural alternative sweeteners only.

DRINK

Via Alessandro Volta, 19

CANTINE ISOLA

Cantine Isola offers an extensive selection of Italian and international
wines, available by the glass and paired with snacks in a timeless
atmosphere.

DRINK

Via Paolo Sarpi, 30

@cantine_isola

CINC

Tucked-away in a little alley opening on a square with a beautiful
church, Cinc serves creative cocktails, aperitif, coffee and light
meals. Sit at the the tables outside to soak in Brera’s charm.
Via Marco Formentini, 5

PASTRY SHOP

@eutopia_milano

@cincbrera

RANIERI

Another Milanese hidden gem for chocolate bites and refined
pastries to take away.
Via della Moscova, 7

@pasticceriaranieri

BAKERY

PATTINI

A bakery baking fresh bread, focaccia and pizzette everyday.
They now have 4 locations in Milan and it's the best for a quick
lunch to take away.

COWORKING

Via Solferino, 5

@pattinimilano

RED FELTRINELLI

Inside selected Feltrinelli book stores around Milan, including the
Brera one, you will find a cafe and tables for reading or remote
working.

COWORKING

Corso Garibaldi, 1

@redlafeltrinelli

SARPIOTTO

A get together place, where you can stay all day long eating from
breakfast to aperitif, working and socialising.

BOOK SHOP

Via Paolo Sarpi, 8

@sarpiotto

TEMPO RITROVATO LIBRI

An independent book shop with a great selection of authors from all
around the world.

EXHIBITION

Corso Garibaldi, 17

SCOGNAMIGLIO GALLERY

At this gallery, artist Tafadzwa Tega presents a series of big- sized
canvases featuring mostly his family and friends for a personal
journey exploring macro-themes related to the human condition.
Via Goito, 7

EXHIBITION

@temporitrovatolibri

@galleria_mimmoscognamiglio

TOMMASO CALABRO GALLERY

A modern and contemporary art gallery in a neoclassical building in
the heart of Milan.
Piazza San Sepolcro, 2

@tommasocalabrogallery

BEAUTY

SHINICHI HAIR

A hairstylist from Japan with a special hair technique working both at
Mandarin Oriental and Four Seasons.

WELLNESS

Via Andegari, 9

FACE UP

The first concept store in Italy dedicated entirely to face care and
working with innovative techniques.

WELLNESS

Via Rovello, 18

@faceupyourlife

SOTHERGA

One of the most advanced aesthetic clinics in Italy, aiming to bring
a new contemporary perspective to the world of non-invasive
aesthetic medicine thanks to new techniques.
Via Fatebenefratelli, 26

GYM

@shinichi_hair

@sotherga

MÖT STUDIOS

 unique studio space for pilates, trx, functional training, booty
A
barre, yoga, personal training.
Viale Francesco Crispi, 3

@mot_studios

GYM

PALERMO 8

A yoga, dance and pilates center in the heart of Brera that offers
classes dedicated to a limited number of people, to ensure quality
and attention.

GYM

Via Palermo, 8

@ap8milano

VITA BOUTIQUE FITNESS

A boutique fitness space for yoga, pilates, barre.
It also offers online classes.

SHOP

Piazza Castello, 22

@vitaboutiquefitness

CAVALLI & NASTRI

One of the most famous vintage clothing store in Milan. They have a
unique selection of clothing from 1920 to 2000.

SHOP

Via Brera, 2

@cavallienastri

MADAME PAULINE VINTAGE

A curated collection of vintage dresses, shoes, jewelry & handbags
displayed in an elegant setting.
Foro Buonaparte, 74

@madamepaulinevintage

SHOP

OLFATTORIO

Candles, perfumes, make-ups and more. At this beauty shop you'll
find a curated selection of niche brands.

USEFUL ADDRESSES

Via Brera, 5

@olfattorio.baraparfums

LA CALZOLERIA DI GIUSEPPE

A shoe making shop offering repair services for bags, shoes and
leather accessories.

USEFUL ADDRESSES

Via Castelfidardo, 8

LA LAVANDARIA

A dry cleaning that owes its name to lavender, which is only the only
perfume you will smell once you step foot in the shop.

USEFUL ADDRESSES

Via Alessandro Volta, 15

ROSSI & GRASSI

One of the best delis in Milan, Rossi e Grassi offers high quality
products from Iranian caviar to mullet bottarga amongst a selection
of cured meats and homemade pasta.

USEFUL ADDRESSES

Via Solferino, 12

TINTORIA LA VECCHIA MILANO

A dry cleaner’s service that retains the traditional techniques of an
old laboratory.

USEFUL ADDRESSES

Via dell'Orso, 12

FARMACIA SALVI

A pharmacy offering both rapid and pcr covid-19 tests.

Via San Marco, Via Montebello, 18
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SANT’AMBROGIO - CADORNA

MANFREDI

A fish bistro with cocktail bar with a convivial setting, where you can
spend an entire evening from aperitif to dinner and after, sharing
delicious courses accompanied by excellent music.

RESTAURANT

Via Vetere, 12

@manfredi_milano

SAKEYA

Not only sushi, at this typical Japanese restaurant. You’ll also find
wagyu and nihonshu, and of course plenty of sake options.
Via Cesare da Sesto, 1

BAR CAFÈ

NEW

@sake_ya

HYGGE

A nordic Sweden inspired coffee house that serves breakfast, lunch
and a delicious brunch on weekends. You’ll spot plenty of people
drinking their specialty coffee while working.
Via Giuseppe Sapeto, 3

@hygge_milano

RESTAURANT

NOWHERE

A specialty coffee cafe with a special flare, inspired by the owner’s
time spent in Melbourne. Nowhere Cafe offers sweet and savoury
dishes but also sells vinile, books and magazines.

DRINK

Via Caminadella, 15

@nowherecafe.milano

1930

A speakeasy inspired bar with a secret location. Only guests in
possession of the membership card can know the address and
access this bar with belle époque vibes. Contact the Mag bar to try
and get yours!

BAKERY

@1930cocktailbar

CAFFETTERIA LEONARDO

Famous for its cappuccino, Leonardo is a pasticceria beloved by
locals. Try the custard cream and fruit pastry and the kipferl.

BAKERY

Via Aurelio Saffi, 7

PASTICCERIA CUCCHI

Another historic pasticceria perfect for breakfast and aperitif,
offering delicious brioches and cakes in a setting that will make you
go back in time.

BAKERY

Corso Genova, 1

@pasticceria_cucchi

DI LILLO

A pastry shop with a wide choice of brioches and cakes and a really
good value for money.
Via Vincenzo Monti, 47

BOOK SHOP

@caffetterialeonardo

@pasticceriadilillo

VERSO LIBRI

A tiny neighbourhood and independent book shop with a great
selection of books. At Verso you’ll also find a bar and event space
where readings take place.
Corso di Porta Ticinese, 40

@versolibri

COWORKING

COFFICE

A space where to work and study with high-speed WiFi connection,
included in the price they offer a sweet and savory buffet.

EXHIBITION

Via Olona, 11

TRIENNALE

The Triennale features several interesting exhibitions, such as the
replica of a private Milanese residence by Ettore Sottsass, Giovanni
Gastel photographs, Steinberg and Depardon.

BEAUTY

Viale Emilio Alemagna, 6

@triennalemilano

MY PLACE

The beautiful venue of this hair salon has a homie feel and is the
perfect place to relax and be pampered.
Via Bartolomeo Panizza, 4

GYM

@cofficemilano

THE STUDIO PILATES

@myplacehairstudio

A studio dedicated to mind-body balance, where to practice
the Stott Pilates method, together with workouts for muscle
strengthening and toning.
Via Conca del Naviglio, 18

SHOP

FRAME CONDÉ NAST

Located within Condé Nast Milan headquarters, Frame is the first
experience store, in partnership with the historic Pasticceria San
Carlo, opened by the multimedia company.

SHOP

Piazzale Luigi Cadorna, 7

@condenastframe

GALA ROTELLI

Gala is a jewellery designer and glass artist. At her eclectic
studio you’ll find jewels and other pieces, inspired by the poetry
of the universe.

SHOP

Via Aurelio Saffi, 25

GROUPIES

A men & women vintage shop with unique pieces chosen with care
by the owner Alice.
Via Gian Giacomo Mora, 7

SHOP

@galarotelli

@groupiesvintage

MADDALENA TABASSO ANTICHITÀ

A hidden gem only known by locals, where to find antiques and
unique pieces. The shop is tiny but you can be sure you'll find
something to bring home.

SHOP

Via Aurelio Saffi, 7

MIIN KOREAN BEAUTY

A beauty shop selling all kinds of beauty products from Korea. The
place to go for a last minute face mask before a big night.
Via San Nicolao, 2

USEFUL ADDRESSES

@mai.tabasso

FARMACIA BOCCACCIO

@miincosmetics

A pharmacy offering both rapid and pcr covid-19 tests.

Via Giovanni Boccaccio, 26
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ALLA CONCORRENZA

No food and wine menus at this restaurant, just a blackboard with
the daily dishes and the owner ready to explain them to you.

RESTAURANT

Via Melzo, 12

@osteria_alla_concorrenza

BITES

Bites's cuisine seeks the combination of flavours from all over the
world, using different techniques such as fermentation.
Via Lambro, 11

RESTAURANT

PORTA VENEZIA

@bites.milano

CROSTA

A bakery and pizza place where you can eat all day long, starting
from breakfast until dinner time.
Via Felice Bellotti, 13

@crosta_milano

RESTAURANT

BROLO ORTO IN CUCINA

Brolo is a greengrocer with kitchen and cocktail bar that combines
a healthy cuisine based on high quality of fresh fruits and vegetables
and regional products.

RESTAURANT

Via Melzo, 19

IMMORALE OSÈ

RESTAURANT

@immorale_ose

REMULASS

NEW

A "small kitchen with roots" full of taste and run by women, who
choose to put the vegetable elements at the center of the proposal
and make the most of each ingredient.
Via Nino Bixio, 21

RESTAURANT

NEW

A refined restaurant for a true sensory experience through
innovative dishes in an intimate yet contemporary setting.
Via Alessandro Tadino, 43

@remulass_milano

RØST

A restaurant in Milan aiming to tell the story of a journey and
discovery - of places, times and flavours. The cuisine is based on
simple ingredients from local producers.
Via Melzo, 3

RESTAURANT

@brolo.milano

@rostmilano_

TERZA CARBONAIA

An iconic and historic restaurant for meat lovers, set in a cozy
atmosphere where simple dishes will win you over.

CAFÈ

Via degli Scipioni, 3

MARTAS BAR

NEW

This newly opened place offering healthy bowls was born out of the
idea of 3 women, sharing the same attention to well-being at 360 °.
The restaurant combines quality, health and respect for the planet.
Via Lambro, 9

@martas_naturebar

CAFÈ

SERRA DI QUARTIERE

A tiny bistro in a warm design setting. A simple and quick - yet
delicious - offer for breakfast, lunch and an afternoon break.

DRINK

Via Melzo, 3

DRINK

@serradiquartiere

PALINURO

A place dedicated to wine lovers, but also characterized by a
strong cultural vocation. In fact, among the tables, you can feel the
centrality of music, design and visual arts.
Via Giovanni Paisiello, 28

COKE TALES

@palinurobar

NEW

Coke Tales offers a sophisticated food & drink experience in a
beautiful period setting, from breakfast until late evening.
Via Marcello Malpighi, 1

DRINK

NEW

@coketales_milan

MOEBIUS

A sleek restaurant showcasing diverse tapas & avant-garde creations
in an industrial-chic space.
Via Alfredo Cappellini, 25

@moebiusmilano

DRINK

VINERIA ERETICA

An organic and natural wine bar, featuring a niche selection of
natural wines by the owner and host Giuseppe Bertini.

BAKERY

Via Rosolino Pilo, 14

EGALITÉ

You’ll find French breads, pastries, tarts & jams at this bakery with
indoor & outdoor tables. Égalité has brought the French bakery
model to Milan, completely new to the Italian scene.

BAKERY

Via Melzo, 22

A specialty coffee shop with an ever evolving menu based around
classic espresso drinks and a rotating list of single origin filter
coffees, plus fresh baked goods from local suppliers.

BAKERY

@orsonerocoffee

PAVÉ

“A living room with a laboratory” is how Pavé defines itself. This
bakery and pastry shop offers cakes, pastries, bread and one of the
best panettone you’ll ever taste, all year long.
Via Felice Casati, 27

EXHIBITION

@egalite_milano

ORSO NERO

Via Giuseppe Broggi, 15

@pavemilano

CASA MUSEO BOSCHI DI STEFANO

At Casa Museo Boschi di Stefano you’ll immerse yourselves in the
1930s, surrounded by the masterpieces of the artists of the early
20th century in an atmosphere suspended in time.
Via Giorgio Jan, 15

EXHIBITION

@vineriaeretica

@casaboschidistefano

PAC

A historic exhibition venue for contemporary art in Milan. It’s a
European kunsthalle only a few steps away from Porta Venezia park.
Via Palestro, 14

@pacmilano

BEAUTY

BLOW HAIR SALON

A hair salon, perfect for a quick blow dry. Book on a Thursday and
you’ll also be treated to an aperitif.

SHOP

Via Lecco, 2

VINCENT

Vincent is a vintage bijoux shop born with the goal to propose
objects from different eras, styles, materials, thanks to the owner’s
careful research.

USEFUL ADDRESSES

Via Lazzaro Spallanzani, 11

@vincentvintage_bijoux

IL FOTO AMATORE

Should you need to quickly print some photos or invest in a new
camera, this is the place to go.
Piazza della Repubblica, 4

USEFUL ADDRESSES

@blowhairmilano

TINTORIA PINUCCIA

@ilfotoamatore.it

Since 1950 the family-run Tintoria Pinuccia has offered dry cleaning
with a very kind and efficient service.
Via Plinio, 46

NAVIGLI
TORTONA
RISORGIMENTO
CENTRO CITTÀ
BRERA
SANT’AMBROGIO
CADORNA
PORTA VENEZIA
PORTA ROMANA

RESTAURANT

EXPLORING

DABASS

A welcoming restaurant with an artistic and intimate soul, located in
a beautiful belle-époque building.
The menu changes almost daily to ensure freshness and high quality.

RESTAURANT

Via Piacenza, 13

@dabassmilano

PASTAMADRE

A laboratory and restaurant that produces freshly homemade
pasta's everyday. At this Sicilian inspired place you'll find pasta for
every taste.
Via Bernardino Corio, 8

RESTAURANT

PORTA ROMANA

@pastamadre_milano

VASILIKI KOUZINA

A greek restaurant that is the perfect place if you feel like indulging
into Mediterranean and simple flavours with a modern twist.
Via Clusone, 6

@vasilikikouzina

RESTAURANT

TRIPPA

Simple, informal and with a slightly retro feel, this restaurant serves
a range of dishes from all over Italy, including tripe where the
restaurant gets it's name from.

RESTAURANT

Via Giorgio Vasari, 1

@trippamilano

YUZU

This Japanese restaurant revolves around the personality of chef
Yoko Matsuda who welcomes guests into a refined and minimalist
setting.

DRINK

Via Lazzaro Papi, 2

IL NEMICO

A restaurant and cocktail bar inspired by the Venetian cicchetterie,
offering small snacks to share. Outside there’s no sign: you will have
to go to the toilet to find a neon sign with its name.

BAKERY

Via Piacenza, 20

PANIFICIO DAVIDE LONGONI

Probably the most famous bakery in Milan, Davide Longoni keeps
one eye on the past and one on modernity, using an old method of
grinding flour that respects the quality of the grain.

EXHIBITION

Via Gerolamo Tiraboschi, 19

@panificiodavidelongoni

FONDAZIONE PRADA

The Domenico Gnoli exhibition is presented as a retrospective that
gathers over 100 works, created by Domenico Gnoli (Rome, 1933 –
New York, 1970) from 1949 to 1969.
Largo Isarco, 2

BEAUTY

@il_nemico_milano

@fondazioneprada

LES GARÇONS DE LA RUE

One of the coolest hair salons in town, for bright colors and trendy
cuts in a New York environment, loved by (and by) Milanese locals.
Via Serviliano Lattuada, 6

@lesgarconsdelarue

WELLNESS

LO STUDIO BIANCO

A space dedicated to harmonising both the well-being of the
body and that of the mind. They offer rituals, massages and are
specialised in ayurvedic treatments.

GYM

Via Friuli, 26/B

@lostudiobianco

CITYZEN

An oasis of peace in the center of the city. It offers a wide range of
yoga, pilates and mindfulness classes.

SHOP

Via S. Francesco D'Assisi, 15

50ML

A temple of beauty, dedicated to niche perfumery and body care,
where the owners will guide you on a journey to discover your
favorite fragrance.
Viale Monte Nero, 16

SHOP

@cityzenmilano

@50ml_milano

ARCHETIPO

A charming vintage shop where to find unique pieces for both men
and women amongst their curated selection of luxury brands.
Via Curtatone, 14

@archetipomilano

SHOP

POTAFIORI

Potafiori is a flower shop and also a bistro, desired and designed by
Rosalba Piccinni, a florist and singer with a strong personality.

USEFUL ADDRESSES

Via Salasco, 17

MACELLERIA FARAVELLI

@potafiori

Since 1957 Faravelli has been a reference point for all those looking
for quality with their four shops: the butcher and delicatessen, the
greengrocer and the wine shop.
Corso Italia, 40

FURTHER MORE

RESTAURANT

EXPLORING

ALTATTO

Want to experience a vegan and vegetarian fine dining restaurant?
Look no further. Altatto is an all-female Milanese restaurant
revolving around the respect for the land and micro-seasonality.

RESTAURANT

Via Comune Antico, 15

@altatto_

AJI

Looking for a high quality sushi delivery place? Aji Milano, sister
restaurant of Michelin starred Iyo, is the perfect place for you.
Via Piero della francesca, 17

RESTAURANT

FURTHER MORE

@ajidelivery

MANNA

A restaurant with two small dining rooms, offering an original menu
that is also a feast for the eyes. The cuisine is a modern take on
classic Italian dishes.
Piazzale Governo Provvisorio, 6

@mannamilano

RESTAURANT

MOTELOMBROSO

A former roadman's house that is now a space dedicated to
conviviality and gourmet cuisine. Everything here is about food, wine
and, as they say it, otium!

RESTAURANT

Alzaia Naviglio Pavese, 256

OSTERIA SERAFINA

A new opening of La Gioia’s sister restaurant, Osteria Serafina a
classic Italian restaurant with a French bistrot atmosphere.

DRINK

Via Luigi Sacco, 9

An innovative bar, with only one big table in the middle of the room,
inviting guests to socialise and breaking the barrier between guests
and barman, who prepares drinks directly on the table.

EXHIBITION

@unseen_bar

VILLA PANZA

A 18th-century mansion with a contemporary American art
collection, surrounded by a vaste and lush park.
Piazza Litta, 1 - Varese

WELLNESS

@osteriaserafina

UNSEEN

Via Ronchi, 13

@villapanza

BIOLOGIQUE RECHERCHE

Inside the Ceresio 7 building, there’s spa with a peaceful atmosphere,
in which you can treat yourself to the most exclusive treatments by
Biologique Recherche for relaxation, beauty and well-being.
Via Ceresio, 7

GYM

@motelombroso

@biologique_recerque

MILANO YOGA SPACE

A yoga school for everyone, from beginners to experts, with
three options: classes at the studio, online live classes and
on demand videos.
Via Pastrengo, 7

@milanoyogaspace

SHOP

DOCK41

Dock41 was born as a vintage warehouse that collects furniture,
accessories, objects that some people no longer need but that
others have been looking for.

SHOP

Via Damiano Chiesa, 41C - Novate Milanese

DI MANO IN MANO

A shop where you can find second hand furniture and lighting
ranging from antique to modern.

SHOP

Viale Carlo Espinasse, 99

@dimanoinmano

MAGAZZINO 76 - GALLERIA BELLUCCI
A second hand furniture and lighting vintage shop that is also a
restoration and upholstery laboratory.
Via Padova, 76

SHOP

@dock.41

@magazzino76

OFFFI

A beautiful showroom of flowers and plants in the vibrant Isola
district, born out of the passion of owner and designer Mario Nobile.
Via Carmagnola, 8

@offfimilano

ON DEMAND

DELIVERY
COWORKING
BEAUTY
USEFULL ADDRESSES
USEFULL ADDRESSES
PHARMACY

GORILLAS

A grocery delivery app, with the promise of delivering groceries
within 10 minutes.

NIBOL

An app that helps you choosing the perfect environment for your
work between co-working spaces, cafes and private rooms near you.

MADAME MIRANDA

Hair and beauty services on demand, anywhere and everyday from
6AM to 11PM.

L'UMAN

A concierge online service offering dry cleaning, tailoring and shoe
repair anytime 24/7.

MAMA CLEAN

Online laundry that comes to pick up and deliver your clothes at
home or office in 24h, 7 days a week.

PHARMAROUND

An app to locate the nearest open pharmacies and their services
such as covid tests.

TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT
TRANSPORT

BIRD

Bird electric bikes and scooters are providing eco-friendly
transportation for riders.

ITTAXI
Taxi App.

LIME

Lime is your ideal carbon-free option for any trip, any time,
anywhere.

UBER

Driving app.

